HARD CANDY

Hardware's decorative details make a big statement this season. Whether traditional or modern—like a fine piece of jewelry—these accents run from simple to elaborate.

Couture A Cabinet Pull, Baldwin Hardware, $25; baldwinhardware.com

Gem Knob, Sun Valley Bronze, price available upon request; sunvalleybronze.com

Mack Collection Multi-Point Entry Set, Rocky Mountain Hardware, price available upon request; rockymountainhardware.com

No. 72200 Louis XVI Tassel Pull, P.E. Guerin, priced from $80; peguerin.com

Utility Hinge, Restoration Hardware, priced from $10.50; restorationhardware.com

Project-Ready Hardware: Bamboo-Inspired Suite 9507, SA Baxter Architectural Hardware, priced from $250; sabaxter.com

Transparency-02 Knob, Nest Studio, $42; shop.nestaglerock.com

Willow Flush Door Pull, Martin Pierce Hardware, $320; martingpiece.com

Smokey Quartz Cluster Knob KC301-PB, Matthew Studios, $350; matthewstudiosny.com
haute hippie

ORGANIC FORMS AND CAREFREE ENTHUSIASM MANIFEST THEMSELVES THROUGH COLORFUL AND INNOVATIVE HOME DÉCOR AND FANCIFUL ACCENTS.

COLOR CRAZE
A classic shape gets a new artistic life in this groovy linen-upholstered club chair courtesy of Los Angeles-based designer Kim Salmela. Galbeum Chair, $1,999; kimsalmela.com

AGAINST THE GRAIN
Chicago’s Jayson Home has long been committed to sustainability and these petrified wood platters are a true testament of that, offering a natural element to any tabletop. Petrified Wood Trays, priced from $55; jaysonhome.com

FREE SPIRIT
At her Brooklyn showroom, designer Susan Wood allows her imagination to run wild in the form of sculptural metal inspired by upholstery springs. Spring Evolution, $4,300; aswoon.com

SURFACE AREA
Holly Hunt’s agate-and-bronze table, designed by Brenda Houston, adds shape and texture to any interior. Agate Side Table, price available upon request; hollyhunt.com

MAKING WAVES
Original artwork composed by Tracy Hinon and Karia Davison translates onto wallpaper to reveal a free-form design. Ocean Floor & Splendid, price available upon request; blackcrowstudios.com

GROWTH SPURT
Thoughtfully designed, this small handmade ecosystem-complete with ventilation hole and leather stopper—lends an intimate plant presence to your home. Extra Terrarium, $800; shop.esque-studio.com

JEWEL TONE
A vintage necklace sparked the creation of this fixture by designer Katherine Wildt O’Brien, who used turquoise in its natural form for an organic silhouette. Veronica Wall Sconce in Turquoise, price available upon request; matthewstudiodesign.com